Awning Instructions
Step1. Parts
1.One frame and fabric
2.A set fixed bracket(one Φ 14 expansion screw,M10 bolt and screw nut collar)
3.Swing Handhook (one)
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Step4. Fixing guide:
Step2.Installation guide:

The inclination of the awning is set by adjusting the screw of the two

The awning can be easily installed in about 30 minutes. For safe and easy location
of the awning, we recommend that 2 persons assist with lifting and positioning.

arms.(picture 5-3) Loosen the screw, then adjust the screw:
loosening it, the awning’s arm will go down; tightening it, the awning’ s arm will go up.

Suggested Tools:

After finishing adjusting the inclination, tighten the loosening screw.

1.Electric hammer
2. Φ14 shock drill
3.Level

Loosen
Adjust

4.Wrenches(one power socket near the position of installation is needed)

Step3.Installation Method
1.When selecting the proper height that you want to install the bracket and awning,

the space and angle should be considered and marked on the wall.
(picture 1)
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Adjust

2.Install the two brackets along the line. A maximum distance of 1700mm from each
bracket is suggested. If the extension is over 3500mm your awning requires 3 brackets
and the 3 rd bracket should be near the middle of the awning(picture 2).
3.The screws in the list are only suitable to be used on a concrete or solid wall.
4.Lift the awning into brackets and then fix it by M10 bolt (picture 4 -4).

Step5.Attention:
1. Do not hang clothes on any part of the awning.
2.You should often check if the fixed bracket has become loose in the wind.
If it is loose, please contact a professional to fix.
3.The awning should be fully retracted/closed in windy conditions.
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